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Do you need to translate a document and don't want to install anything on your computer? Then you are in the right place! In today's article, we'll show you 4 options for online translation of documents. That is, sites that allow you to translate your document in several different formats, in your own browser and even maintain its original formatting! Are you
interested in finding out the options and already start translating documents online, which makes your life a lot easier (and a lot? So stay tuned and read well! 4 alternatives to translating documents online It is worth remembering, first of all, that many translations are not performed exactly. In some others, not much. that we have set for you to use on the
Internet, in the browser itself, avoiding the process of installing programs on your computer! 1. Many Google documents are not known, but Google Docs (or Google Docs) offers the ability to translate documents online. He can translate the entire online document at once. To do this, simply open Google Docs through Google Drive and create a new blank text
document. At this point, you'll have two alternatives: copy and paste the text content you want to translate, or upload the file to the Google Docs text document. Then simply click the Tools button next to the Format and Add-ons options at the top of the document. In the options field you'll open, select the Document Translation option. By clicking on this
option, all your texts will be selected and a new window will open. In this window you will have the Translation option and a number of languages available. At this point, just select the language of your choice and fill out the new document name box by the name you want to give the file. The file will be saved separately on your Google Drive. After that, just
click on the translation at the bottom of the box and that's it! You'll notice that your text will be in a different language. Then it will be enough to export to share the document the way you prefer. 2. Google Translator is another option for translating online documents that our dear company Google offers. Did you know that Google won't just let you copy and
paste what you want to translate (the most common way to use)? You can also translate documents online! And that's not all! It does not support simply translating a PDF online or translating the word document. You can also transfer TXT, PDF, PPTX, PPT, DOCX, DOC, XLSX, XLSX, ODF and RTF files. That's a lot of options! To do this, just go to the
Google Translator page, click on the Documents option in the top left corner, next to the Text option, and that's it! Simply insert the file you want to translate. 3. Online Doc Translator Is one of the most famous translation options on the Internet, Online Doc Translator has a great feature: it ensures that the formatting of your document is maintained. In
addition, like other options presented, it works completely online. Online Doc Translator uses, on its platform, the technology known (and cited above) Google Translate. Thus, it guarantees a good translation into several languages, as well as translations made by Google Docs (option 1) and Google Translate itself (option 2). Thus, the platform ensures that
all elements of the original document, such as links, diagrams, and tables, are perfectly serviced. In addition to Online Doc Translator, there are several other site options that translate documents online. However, another differential of the platform, when compared to these options, is the fact that there are not a limited number of pages that can be translated
for free. We have: XLS, XML, ODS, PPT, PDF, DOCX, DOC and PPTX among the formats supported. To start translating documents online through this platform, simply log in to the Online Doc Translator website and select the Send file option or drag and drop the file. Once you've downloaded the downloaded file (or wait for automatic recognition), and in
the right corner, select the language you want in the new document. Finally, just click on the Translation button and then click on the Download button. 4. DeepL Last indication of the site for online translation of DeepL documents. This platform is also free and, to use, just type in your website, insert a file and finally choose the language. Shortly thereafter,
DeepL generates a file that is available for download. However, you can't edit it. Because of this, you need to copy and insert the content into another text document. So, do you like the options we've pointed out? Do you usually use any, or recommend another site that has not been mentioned here? Share with us in the comments! How to make your money
work for you? Learn how best to invest your money and Good investment decisions, according to your personal planning, are the only way to make your money work for you and achieve all your financial goals. Want to speed up your financial freedom? So click here and learn how to make your money work for you now! Move the PDF files in just a few steps
- download, select the language and re-ventilate! You can translate any document into English, Arabic, Czech, German, Spanish, French, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, Turkish or Chinese. To download files from your computer, click download the PDF file and select FILE OR you can drag and throw the document on the page. To download the
Dropbox/Google Drive/Website URL, click on a small arrow next to download the PDF file to expand the drop list, select your preferred source, and enter an online account file. Once you've downloaded a document, select the language of the actual document and the language you want to translate it into. To translate all the pages, click Translate All To
Translate the Page Click Translate page You can still edit the files before saving the document. Just click the text on the preview page and start editing. Once the editing is complete, click in the bottom right corner, showing Save Everything and the pop-up will appear. This window will ask you to download or store a file to your Google Docs or Dropbox
account. Choose your preferred method and your document will be saved! Unfortunately, Google doesn't offer the option to save the translated version again as a PDF. But you can do it manually using your own browser. All you have to do is: file the zgt; print's option goal, choose Save as a PDF to save. If you want a broader tutorial on how to save any
web page as a PDF, see this article. What else can I do with this PDF? It's time for Smallpdf to shine. We have several tools for you to manipulate YOUR PDF, free and online, including: Conversion: After translating PDF files, turn them into other formats. Protection: Encrypt PDF files with a password. Edit: Annotate or add images, shapes, and drawings to
the translated file. Delete pages: Get rid of the redundant pages that came after Google translated your files. Compression: Reduce file size. Subscribe: Is your PDF contract? Sign it electronically. Reader: to make PDF reading super comfortable. It's amazing how Google's translation capabilities are improving day by day. Do you need to understand the
documents in English, Japanese or French? For now, that It's much easier than before! But that's no reason to stop learning new languages! Anyone who works with documents that should be shared with people who speak different languages knows how difficult it is to translate everything automatically, whether it's a word or a PDF document. Even if it's
simple, there are documents that are too big to be edited individually. I'm sure with the help of the tool, you can do it online. Through the website of the online document translator, you can send the document to the server and it will be translated automatically using the Google Translator system. Soon after, you can download it (without a watermark!). The
result is satisfactory: below, I translated the document from my college. Enter the onlinedoctranslator.com website; Scroll through the page and click Translate Now; On the page that appears, click Download file or drag the document to send it; Click OK in the warning that appears; Make sure the original language and language you want to translate the
document into are correct; Click Transat; Shortly thereafter, your document will be downloaded automatically. The interesting thing about this site is that you don't have to limit yourself to just PDF or Word documents. It also hosts PowerPoint, Excel, No.odt (OpenDocument Text) and No.txt (text file). text). tradutor de documentos online gratis. tradutor de
documentos online free. melhor tradutor de documentos online. tradutor de documentos em pdf online. tradutor de documentos pdf online gratuito. doc translator tradutor online de documentos. tradutor de documentos pdf online grátis. google tradutor de documentos online
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